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To go further, let’s go together! To respond to the challenges posed by climate change and
take on the task to fully electrify Africa, it is essential for all stakeholders to join forces. More
specifically the Nigerian clean energy industry is in complete transformation and has
demonstrated over the last couple of years that it has the potential to become one of the
biggest if not the biggest in the continent.
For Renewables in Africa, we take it as a duty to walk alongside any country and organisation
that is showing willingness to change the dynamic and seize the opportunities Clean Energy
is bringing to better society and African people.
Renewables in Africa is delighted to officially announce our collaboration with Beckaphyll.
RiA’s Chief Executive Officer, Tony Tiyou has declared: “We’ve have had the opportunity to
collaborate on numerous occasions with Beckaphyll and we were really struck by the ethos
excellence both our organisation share. Beckaphyll’s growing experience in multiple markets
including residential and C&I would allow us to solidify our footprint in the Nigerian and West
Africa Market”.
Beckaphyll is a budding innovation driven renewable energy company providing bespoke
clean electricity solutions for business, commercial, industrial, and residential clients.
Beckaphyll experience spans primarily in the Nigerian decentralized renewable energy
market. The partnership with RiA will open-up the door for international expertise and
funding in projects and provide avenues for expansion. Echoing this point, Chibuikem
Agbaegbu, co-Founder of Beckaphyll has said: “We are very proud of this partnership and
excited about the opportunities this will create in advancing reliable electricity access in
Nigeria and Africa. Though our first official partnership, Beckaphyll and RiA have established
a great working relationship since 2016, driven by the mutual passion and vision we share for

Africa’s development. RiA’s expertise and access to markets across Africa, and Beckaphyll’s
budding experience and focus on innovative clean electricity technologies for development is
a great blend not just for Nigeria, but Africa as well.”
Renewables in Africa and Beckahyll are stepping up efforts to make Nigeria vision 30-30-30 a
reality. Watch this space.

For further information, please do contact:
Tony Tiyou
CEO of Renewables in Africa
tony@renewablesinafrica.com

About Renewables in Africa (RiA)
Renewables in Africa is a clean Energy Engineering Consultancy providing services in
Renewable energy and Energy Management to project developers and investors. RiA is
primarily focusing in projects in Africa but will also advise clients for projects in other
emerging markets. We provide technical assistance, markets insights and routes to markets
to projects developers, investors and clean energy companies.
Renewables in Africa is also a Media platform which vision is to transform Africa and African
Lives by leveraging the Power of Renewable Energy. The ambition is to Raise the Technical
Awareness about Renewable Energy and Energy Management in the African Continent and
disseminate the information. As much as helping businesses primarily, it is also about getting
the civil society understanding what they need, what they buy and to some extent as well,
how to better use this energy.
https://www.renewablesinafrica.com/

About Beckaphyll
Beckaphyll is a budding innovation driven renewable energy company providing bespoke
clean electricity solutions for business, commercial, industrial, and residential clients. Our
experience spans primarily in the Nigerian decentralized renewable energy market, with
planned expansion into emerging markets in Sub-Saharan Africa. Our goal is to provide at
least 20,000 households, businesses and commercial/industrial clients in Nigeria with clean,
affordable and smart electricity solutions by 2025.
Beckaphyll also provides research and advisory services on energy analytics, energy
management, renewable energy market development, and climate responsibility.
http://www.beckaphyll.com/

